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- Three separately managed teams, 2 housed in IT and 1 in registrar.
- We work very closely together.
- Dev team comes from .NET, ASP, HTML ecosystem. Comfortable and understand 

web technologies. (maybe better than PeopleSoft!)
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- We went live with Campus Solutions January 2015.
- We have Portal Interaction Hub, but it isn’t leveraged like it should be. It’s just a 

collection of links. Concordia will be looking at an alternative solution in 2019.
- Prior to Campus Solutions, we had an house system written in ASP.NET, C#, ASP 

Classic, and Visual Basic. System was customized to existing processes.
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Query Access Services is taking the things you can do in Query Manager and Query 
Viewer 
 Exposing these capabilities through Integration Broker 
 > To Create a No-Code  API infrastructure for PeopleSoft.  Since this all done 

through configuration 
 > it’s DELIVERED!
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- REST was introduced in 8.55. A bit late for Concordia.
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- We don’t use this one, but it’s kind of interesting.
- You can create queries through an API! If you want to build a better Query 

Manager, your given the tools to do so.
- I tried to think of a use case for this; perhaps if you needed to dynamically create a 

query based on some external dataset…
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- To get an understanding of how this would work, let’s dissect would you would 
send to the SOAP save query service operation.

- So in this case, which I stole from PeopleBooks, we want to create a psquery on 
the system that will grab 2 fields from psmsgsetdefn.

- You can see where we define the source record in the RCDNAME node
- Since the query has no joins, we’d leave these fields blank
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- Here we define the fields we’d be interested.  I’ve shown the MESSAGE_SET_NBR 
field

- This would be repeated for the DESCR field
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- Finally we are end of the message body we would be POSTing to the server
- The select node is reserved for subqueries, which the query we would be making 

doesn’t have
- And we add all the things you would need to do in Query Manager, give it a name, 

description, and whether it was public or private
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Supporting services, we don’t use this. Though I think we could probably find a use 
for QAS_AUTHTOKEN_OPER as he have something similar built prior to our use of 
QAS.
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- These are read only operations that pull metadata about existing queries on the 
system.

- Again, we don’t use this one. But maybe someone will find a good use for this.
- Weird fact. The REST version has 1 additional function not found in SOAP version. 
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- Save the best for last.  Most relevant and useful for Concordia.  It’s the star of our 
show, Query Execution Services.

- Query Execution Services lets you call EXISTING psqueries on your system through 
delivered service operations.

- Any psqueries are turned into webservices without a single line of code.
- Synchronous or asynchronous option; since we are using them for online apps, 

we’re using them synchronously.
- Results can be saved to file
- Gotcha: PSQASRUN will get large unless you call QAS_CANCELQUERY_OPER after 

every request OR run QASPURGE appengine
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- Here is an example of a SOAP request
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- Here is an example of a REST URL request
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- Here is an example of a RESTFUL response
- Initial versions of PeopleTools, JSON responses were buggy; eg errors when a value 

was null for example
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- Query manager. Can be built by anyone who builds queries
- Standard stuff.  Put in the prompts you need, these will be parameters that will be 

passed through.
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- Concordia created a separate tree for queries within the query access tree
- Your tree includes the records needed to support your queries
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- Add your query tree to your permission list
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- Your permission list needs access to the service operations that drive QAS. 
- In this case we grant to the delivered QAS_QRY_SERVICE.
- CU_AEM_MOBILE is a custom service operation. It’s not a QAS service.
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Here is a look at the service operation
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- We require User/Password for this operation. Not set by default.
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- So we create a special local userid and grant the permission list
- We will see how this user works in the next profile
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- Concordia mobile app was the driving force to start using query access services. 
We make extensive use of it to power our app.

- Live in fall 2017. Let students try it on site at beginning before full public
deployment.

- Took 3 months to build.  We spent more time trying to get Oracle’s delivered app 
to work than it took to build this from scratch.

- Collaboration between Campus Solutions developers, business analysts, and 
University Communications.

- App has been well received.
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- Concordia app is based on the Apache Cordova platform.  
- We use the Adobe AEM Mobile cloud platform to host our HTML assets and it 

provides some basic infrastructure services for us. However for purposes of the SIS 
portion of the app is done in house.

- Developers need to know HTML5, CSS, javascript. This is a commodity skillset and 
it’s one of the selling points for business application apps. Don’t let developers try 
and push native development on you.
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Content synced from Adobe AEM Cloud but fundamentally your HTML, javascript calls 
reside on the phone.  Your phone is hosting the HTML files and its your phone making 
the calls to external webservices. 
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- We aren’t using PeopleSoft authentication. Users authenticate against LDAP 
through our mobile broker and receive a token in return

- The token is accessible via Adobe javascript calls, though you could store it on your 
phones local storage or cookie. 

- The token must be used for all webservice calls to our mobile broker; the broker 
converts the token to an emplid and calls the relevant webservices
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All these services, except the Moodle link and schedule builder, use query access 
services to generate the page in the app
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- Query joins student’s enrollment with class meeting pattern
- Expects a date as a parameter and returns Monday to Sunday
- If the student wants to see next week or previous week, a subsequent call to the 

QAS webservice is triggered
- Clicking on details for a course is just a modal window with data that was already 

pulled from the initial call
- Need to balance how much data to pull and when; weigh system load versus app 

responsiveness. Implementing local caching for January. This will also have the 
benefit of being available offline.
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- Students can get there account balance but they can’t make payments yet. It’s on 
the roadmap.
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Uses the delivered view ITEM_DUE_DT_VW.  This psquery was developed by our 
functional team.

There is a flaw relying on query for this. Anyone know what it is?
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It won’t be always up to date. We created a separate, custom webservice to trigger 
tuition calc for a student.  So the mobile app calls the a COBOL process. 
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We offer our convocation marshalling card at graduation ceremonies, but we find 
students still rely on their paper ticket.  This is our least popular service.
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- Applicant applies to grad school, they need people to submit letters of references, 
recommendation letters and answer questions as part of the application

- Concordia was behind the times and did not have an online version
- Requirements: Can’t look like PeopleSoft, needs to be user friendly, and easy to 

use
- The questions of course can’t be standardized, will need to depend on the program 

the applicant is applying to
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- Initial version was a public PeopleSoft page with everything embedded into HTML 
areas object including bootstrap objects

- Moving towards pure HTML5 page
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Student applies through our AAWS admission application. 
Batch process runs after admission application is submitted. 
System sends an email that embeds a GUID (guaranteed unique identifier) tied to the 
referee/application number.
[SHOW THE GUID ON THE SCREEN]
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- The token is joined to other tables to pull the questions and information about 
referee and applicant

- Questions and answer format pulled from config table and constructed on the 
flying with javascript
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Concordia’s Business Analyst presented on the entire process at Alliance 2018 if your 
interested.
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- [VIDEO]
- We use scheduled queries and some app engines to alert us about system issues 

that need action
- In this case we have been having a weird intermittent problem where scheduled 

jobs are mysteriously duplicated, causing some jobs to run concurrently
- This query provides a list of duplicated jobs, but most of the time its empty,
- we start getting in the habit of ignoring the email
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This is a great quote from a Gartner document called Integration Strategies for the 
Digital Era
Require New Delivery Models.

- In the old days, you might have had one big ERP system talk to another ERP system. 
Probably a flat file was involved. Those days are over.
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- Many schools are on or moving to cloud CRMs like Salesforce or Microsoft 
Dynamics.  API integrations.

- Workday for HR/Finance is moving towards becoming an industry standard. API 
integrations.

- IoT. API integrations. 
- Microservice Architectures. This architecture is the opposite of centralized ERP 

architecture.  Designing applications as lose, independent services. Hosted on 
cloud services like Azure Functions or Amazon Lambda, they aren’t even tied to 
servers.  It’s code and applications that live on the cloud. API integrations.

- Some universities are starting to allow students to expose their own data through 
APIs. Citizen Integrators are business users who can start doing integrations.
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- Oracle is pivoting to the cloud.
- Updates to Campus Solutions are slowing down.  If you take away PeopleTools

improvements, there seem to be even less investment in Campus Solutions.
- So does it make sense to build on the Campus Solutions platform anymore? 

Build/buy elsewhere and integrate should always be considered.
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